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Subject of research 

 

This dissertation elaborates epic creation of the past. It investigates (1) how the past is 

created again and again by which narrative means and ways, and (2) how this “re-

creation” evokes/reconstructs the past-and future notions of the erstwhile present 

tense and (3) how these notions become in dialogue contact with each other, or how 

they “confront” the time notions of the present of the texts; furthermore, (4) how 

their complexity creates (thinking in chaotic, parallel, ever present-tense or the 

combination of all of these)  text-worlds. And – since the dissertation deals with 

these special issues in respect of three “late” novels of Mészöly connected to the 

“Hungarian Orlando”-plan (titles: Sutting ezredes tündöklése, Fakó foszlányok nagy 

es k évadján and Anno) – it also (5) attempts to describe the poetics of Mészöly, especially 

with regards to the changes in the correlation of epic principles (hero, narrator, space, time) 

as the variations of the Kohn-theorem: the variegation of key of both archaic and 

postmodern handling of text, the procedures of reconciliation of experiences of clashing 

time and culture. The dissertation thus captures the variations of “re-actualizing” the past 

in the distinctive articulation of circumstances of space and time, considering that in the 

different forms of narration - in the light of literature and the comments of Mészöly – the 

forms of “Hungarian Orlando” start to reveal in different ways. According to these 

aspirations, the dissertation covers (6) the latest statements of the Mészöly-literature and 

the comments of M helynaplók, as well as the (7) postmodern Hungarian novel with 

irregular narrator-formation and handling of space and time including the issue of the 

Mészöly-effect. When examining these characteristics, it is also continuously discussing 

(8) how this can be decoded in the experience of reading, with what kind of tools and 

within which convention (modernism, late modernism, postmodernism).  

 

Thus the essay compasses the methods of epic creation of past and the “history of effect” 

of their reception, partly in the context of the questions of narration, of formation of 

history, reception of aesthetics, literary history and canonization.   

 According to these research areas, the dissertation – after introducing the chapter 

“Elöljáróban”, the subject of research and its methodical frame – exposes several issues 

with regards to the poetics of Mészöly in a lengthy “Bevezet ”.  It enforces the poetic view 

from the context of change in the relation of epic principles (hero, narrator, space, time) 
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called the “Kohn-theorem”. It evokes the Braudelian conception of French “geographic 

historiography”, on one hand due to philological reasons (Mészöly’s citation), on the other 

hand due to its cognate contexture with Mészöly’s space-theorem (anticipating the 

description of space and memory, and material experience), followed by the alteration of 

epic space and narrative function. The dissertation reviews the methodology of 

restructuring the epic and narrative speaking position, and – regarding the alteration of 

text-space – analyses in a separate chapter the relationship of the Braudelian conception of 

time and space, body, landscape and identity and the 19th century Hungarian fiction  with 

Mészöly’s landscape-anthropomorphism (pan-erotica), thus incorporating it into the 

researches regarding epic space. Absorption of antagonism of body and incorporeity, 

articulation and indefinite provisionality is evoked in connection with dissolution of epic 

principles. And this is followed by the analysis of three novels of Mészöly, focusing on the 

operation of narration.  

The essay basically enforces the same aspects of all three Mészöly-novels – the 

provisionality of narration, the mediatised position of epic principles, and the inter-textual 

connection among these three pieces of Hungarian prose (mediatised time-vision created 

by  past time conceptions evoked by inter-textuality complementing and / or excluding 

each other) – but analyses the texts differently.  This may partly be explained by the 

uneven interest of literature (e.g. the textual procedures of Fakó foszlányok are analysed by 

much more essays than the ones dealing with the inter-textuality of Mészöly’s prose). On 

the other hand, the “impression of disproportion” derives from the fact that in case of the 

novel analysed first (Sutting ezredes..), the dissertation introduces many phenomena and 

structural conjunctions in detail, with which it does not need to deal deeply later, during 

the theoretical procedure. At the same time, what belongs to the determination of sequence 

and to some kind of prioritization of the hypotheses is that the characteristics of the poetics 

of Mészöly (reformation of space and narration method, their interlocking, and the effects 

of these on the timeless and unbound vision of Mészöly’s prose) can be most described in 

the short stories “Sutting ezredes tündöklése”,”Fakó foszlányok nagy es k évadján” 

and”Anno”. Furthermore, the fourth and fifth „motivation” is/was present when analysing 

the short stories differently: when introducing “Sutting ezredes …”, and ”Fakó 

foszlányok”, the dissertation tries to identify partially the so far undiscovered inter-

textuality; and for merging the view of landscape and narrator, these two novels are the 

best examples. When analysing “Sutting ezredes…” the dissertation introduces the 

relations of fable and “sujet” (subject) to the interpretation of text, the structure of 
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narration, the method and role of absence of text in separate chapters. Also separately 

discussed are the provisionality of recipient, character and narrator, the division of 

remembrance between them and the interlacement of space and time. When analysing the 

novel, the pretexts of Jókai are evoked - the texts of 19th century diary-, memoir- and 

political pamphlet- literature; the merging of political and erotic way of speaking and their 

relationship with fable, the meeting of remembrance and the search for code to enable 

decoding, with regards to the handling of space. The chapter dealing with “Fakó 

foszlányok…” – due to the almost exhaustive research of literature on inter-textuality – 

deals with the methods of “landscaping” the position of character and narrator, the time-

vision of anachronistic inter-textuality (because we can expect pretexts from the 15-20th 

centuries regarding the novel), compassing the provisionality of concrete situations of the 

so-called chronicler-narrator, and his relation to pan-erotic landscape. The chapter “Anno” 

examines – in addition to the aspects and areas compassed before (the immateriality of 

character-narrator expression, bestowing the landscape with memory, mediatisation of 

texts, expressions, situations) - the time-structure created by the associative character of 

text-arrangement and the present tense time-form of the text. And there it returns to the 

vision of “Magyar Anno”. Finally, when analysing two Hungarian post-modern, historical 

texts (Márton László: Átkelés az üvegen, Darvasi László: A könnymutatványosok 

legendája), the dissertation exposes the issues of the Mészöly-effect, emphasizing elements 

of the texts that at the same time strengthen and weaken this supposed relation. The final 

chapter “revisits” the main phases from Bevezet  (discussing the assumable Mészöly-effect 

on post-modern novels) to Kitekint . In order to leave the issue open, the dissertation 

articulates the issues having risen in Függelék. It also examines in a separate chapter the 

existence of the post-modern Hungarian historical novel (as a tendency), but it also deals 

with the analogies of Mészöly’s “Magyar Anno” conception and the narrative style of 

Woolf’s Orlando (portrayal of narrative and heroic figures, or space). Függelék therefore 

includes text units (indicated by several footnotes) which enrich the context of the main 

text, but do not belong to it integrally as they would have diverted the attention of the 

reader towards other questions and issues. At the same time, in many cases, Függelék 

provides answers regarding the questions of the dissertation. 
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Context of research 

 

The issues raised, the interests and methods of the dissertation are embedded into the 

personal researches of previous years and can be considered as the continuation of those.  

Approaching Mészöly novels therefore includes the most important characteristics and 

aspects of questions regarding post-modern Hungarian novels of the nineties and the 

millennium, and the examination of different grasp of creation of the past: (context of Frye, 

White) reflections of the genre with the sciences (Annales-school, innovation of the 

narration of microhistory), and last, but not least the relation of the pre-texts to each other 

and the evolving text. From the above, it is evident that the dissertation pays special 

attention to the legacy of the conceptions of genre, form and motive that evolved in the 

past, noticeable in the differences of the aspect of time and the sense of past; therefore it 

applies several “archaic” (philological, structural, reading-sociological) presumptions 

compared to the conventional ways of approach of post-modernism. Thus the approach of 

the dissertation has several types of relations and its contexture is concentrated around 

different sources. These different contexts either cross or cover each other as clusters, or 

cut off the possibilities of expansion at border points.  

 Three contexts and ways of questioning are dominant when examining a Mészöly- 

text. One of these is the philological, which can be connected to describing the variegate 

ways of operation and the characteristics of creating the structure of pretexts.  With this 

interest, the length of the subsections with philological nature in the dissertation can be 

motivated (researches regarding the pretexts of Sutting ezredes... and Fakó foszlányok, 

comparison with the conception of Woolf’s and Mészöly’s Orlando) and the dissertation 

also emphasizes the role of pretexts regarding creation of the past and constitution of time.  

 The other context is composed of 19th century and turn-of-the-century Hungarian 

literature before the appearance of Nyugat, from the attempt of creation of epic to the 

attempts of Cholnoky-Krúdy. These overviews in the pretext of the prose of Mészöly 

(evoking „pan-erotic” way of narration, orientation comparing the procedures of the  

conception of  national epic and the post-modern metaphysical fiction of the nineties; the 

analysis of the 19th century diary- and memoir-literature and the erotic eloquence of 

political pamphlets) include not only the symbolization procedures and text-structuring 

methods of  19th century text-structure, use of motives and rhetoric procedures, but the 

possibilities of linguistic atmosphere-creation connected to pretexts. At the same time, this 
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evoked variegation of genre leads to the “intergrowth” to discuss the genre connections of 

Mészöly novels in historic contexts as legacy of issues of form (and this second system of 

aspects integrates into the discussion of pretexts as para- or architextuality.) 

 The third aspectual context is composed of post-modern Hungarian literature. The 

dissertation thus is open and committed to the problems of form and the solution of 

creation of the past in prose after Mészöly. This characteristic may be captured during the 

analysis of epic principles of Mészöly texts with provisional position, by compassing its 

radicalism not describable with pure theoretic terminology, in the chapter  “Kitekintés” 

that analyses two post-modern novels where the difficulty of discovering the Mészöly-

effect is elaborated (Márton’s  Átkelés and Darvasi’s A könnymutatványosok legendája). 

But the post-modern taste of prose is present in the whole of the dissertation – both during 

the introduction of formation of provisional spaces of speech (exposing the variations of 

the “Kohn-theorem”) and when concluding tastes during the appraising of hardly 

noticeable aspects and dialogism. But most of all, this aspectual commitment can be 

viewed in the gesture that the dissertation openly deals the most from among the three 

Mészöly novels with Sutting ezredes..., since that is where it sees the best possibility of  

materialization of the “Kohn-theorem” and the widening of space and time (and becoming 

a novel) planned in “Hungarian Orlando”; also, it sees the “point of origination” of 

appraising Mészöly’s prose in a new canon.  

 

Approach, method 

 

The dissertation does not purely apply the results of any literary school in it. It uses the 

fable – sujet distinction of Russian formalism, the dialogue conception and narration 

conception of structuralism; it evokes the open- and closed structural terms of semiotic 

schools; it deals with the mythic typology of Frye’s new critics, and combines strict text-

reading with literary hermeneutics, but does not strive for coherent separation regarding 

approach or commitment towards any discipline.  Thus the structure and narrative 

solutions of Mészöly’s novels describe the characteristics of the system of approach of the 

dissertation and the methods used in the research; these schools are not represented at the 

same rate during the analysis of Mészöly texts.  

 Two methodological comments are necessary in order to summarize the 

distinctiveness in the approach of the study. One of the important methodological 

“decisions” that can be related to theoretic “variegation”- from the aspect of later 
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consequences - is that the dissertation does not interpret the statements of essays and 

researches with regards to “ego” as “real” nonfictional statements of  Mészöly, thus they 

are not represented as philological data but as the occurrence of narrative identity. 

Therefore the dissertation does not link the observations of Mészöly studies to constructed 

“ego”, like the narrators or characters of short stories; this way, the discoveries of essays 

are handled as analogies and not reasons or parts of the argument. The other 

methodological decision has a similar tendency. The dissertation evokes slowly drifting 

storytelling accompanying the conception of Braudel’s storytelling and the long-term 

technique of view not only with the aim of appraising the Annales-school and Braudel 

(seen in Párbeszédkísérlet) for philological reference. According to the dissertation, the 

narrative procedures created by Braudel (time almost standing still, growth of the role of 

space) can be analogized with the narrative technique of the late prose of Mészöly and 

Woolf’s Orlando, or the solutions of novels by theoretical explications of essays   (Kohn -

theorem, supplementation of present continuous tense). The floating sustained in the 

argumentation technique of the dissertation is due to the fact it does not wish to make these 

analogies into a system of arguments, and does not want to advocate authorial phrasing of 

poetic epiphanies, but tries to emphasize: the alliance of these characteristics seeming to be 

analogical can be either justified or contradicted (in the logical sense). 

 

Results of the dissertation, new directions 

The dissertation compassed the variations of narrative forms of  Mészöly’s formation of 

space and time. It studied (1) the aspects of operation of inter-textuality, introducing the 

types of interlocking of pretexts (2) exposing the “novelty”  of experiences time by inter-

textuality, (3) the interlocking of inter-textuality with the technique of storytelling, the 

provisionality of positions of narrator, character, space and time. When examining the 

pretexts of the novels, the dissertation did not stop at identifying them philologically, but 

traced their interlocking with provisional epic principles. Thus it discovered the 

phenomenon of inter-textuality in a “way of operation” separate from the solutions of 

Hungarian post-modern literature:  not only as playful evoking of tradition and 

conversation of texts but as the field of collision and reconciliation of different experiences 

of time; moreover, as a creation of textual spaces and characteristic-narrative minds, where 

the experiences of texts / worlds with different time zones can co-exist. This co-existence 

is considered in one hand in the meaning of Braudel’s “long term” (focusing on the growth 
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of the role of static space), on the other hand in the construction of some kind of 

everlasting present (past continuous tense), where the present tenses of past, present and 

future are permeable (in the Koselleck sense). And the dissertation also evokes – in the 

context of inter-textuality – (4) the lack of conscious boundaries, the general epic lack of 

fixing (the “Kohn-theorem) by examining the changes of position among characters and 

the narrator. The discoveries of such studies were mostly of narrative nature: (5) they 

rather displayed the ever-changing ideology – pan-erotic, pan-deterministic, or impersonal 

– instead of the characteristic-narrative identity, and focused on the problems of reading 

Mészöly‘s prose as non-post-modern or late modern. Furthermore, the dissertation 

introduced the connection between handling of space and formation of epic past, the effect 

of provisionality of the positions of narration of characters, maintaining the original 

hypothesis that these three novels are Mészöly’s being on the road towards the “Kohn-

theorem” and “Hungarian Orlando”. (6) The dissertation proves - partly by philological 

(relation of pretexts, extending auto-texts, the chapters of M helynaplók), partly by 

structural arguments – that Sutting ezredes..., Fakó foszlányok... and Anno can be viewed 

as subsections of one undertaking (“Hungarian Orlando”). Finally: (7) the issue of the 

Mészöly – effect on Hungarian post-modern literature tied the new frames of examination 

differently: during the analysis, inter-textuality seemed to become less and less a l’art pour 

l’art “performance of text”, but it drove the attention to the construction of epic principles, 

in-between techniques of view-point and the provisionality of voices, thus directing the 

issue of the alleged Mészöly –effect into more structured directions.   

 When examining the poetic tendencies of the late prose of Mészöly - in addition to 

the results presented – the dissertation gave several offers extending over the narrow area 

of research, which are worth overlooking here, organised into a bouquet, because these 

theses may be necessary to be rethought from the direction of other context during a later 

phase of research. The dissertation – by examining Mészöly’s technique of text -  evoked 

several times the (1) possibility of restructuring the canon of Hungarian literary history, 

since the examined short stories of Mészöly appear in several aspect as changers of 

paradigm, and leaders of the post modern revolution of prose. (2) The dissertation 

proposed to apply the wider meaning of this terminology by highlighting the possibility of 

analysing inter-textuality as affecting structure and interlocking with narrative techniques. 

It hinted that (3) it is not effective to explain/identify the definition of inter-textuality with 

solely the artisticality of the text of post-modernism, and it would be more fruitful to 

accept several methods of operation (identification relation). Therefore the dissertation had 
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the opinion that the theory would be more productive if it appraised inter-textuality not 

only as some kind of appearance of sceptics – the redrafting of the experiences of “fully 

written horizon” – but would tell something about it regarding its referential relations to 

the approach to time, space, character and narrator. In this sense, the dissertation handled it 

as hypotheses that the (4) different prosaic-poetic “self-organizations” (tendencies, 

canonical sequences) could be examined from a different view-point and direction of 

issues by the experiences of formation of time and space created by inter-textuality - i.e. 

the terms of inter-text types could serve as an aspect of grouping  - but (5) based on the 

different types of effect created the structural relation (history of effect) could be assumed 

in a new way between the different literary texts. The examinations of the dissertation in 

this case reach further than the prose of Mészöly: (6) they talk generally about the 

interlocking of the way of narration and the formation of space, more likely giving an 

overview about the “decisions” closely related to storytelling and inter-textuality in 

relation to its characteristic of constituting time and space. Thus a part of the hypotheses 

and conclusions of the dissertation can be applied effectively with regards to studying 

Mészöly-texts, and other post-modern Hungarian texts living with inter-textuality.  
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Publications regarding the narrow and wide sense of the dissertation 

Essays

Mészöly Miklós Sutting ezredes tündöklése cím  beszélyének szövegköziségér l = 

Irodalomtörténet, 2008/4., 593–609.  

Homonimikus egyhangúság, Kukorelly Endre: TündérVölgy = Irodalomtörténet, 2005/2, 

188–209.  

Corpusok másvilága, Márton László: A követjárás nehézségei = Jelenkor, 2004. április, 

446–455.  

Közvetítés és közbevetés, a Jacob Wunschwitz igaz történetér l =Jelenkor, 1999. április, 

349-360. 

(Kon)st(ell)ációk, Márton László Csíp fogócskájáról = Jelenkor, 1998. december, 1308-

1314. 

A Gyöngyösit imitáló Koháry István – Az „Üd mulatás közben szerzett versek” 

kompozíciója és rímelése a „Csalárd Cupido” tükrében = Irodalomismeret, 1996. 

május, 70-75. 

Studies

Végtelen közelítés (Selyem Zsuzsa: Szembe szét. Humor és szentség Esterházy Péter 

prózájában) = Jelenkor 2006. január, 102–104. 

Hátrahagyott tekintetek, avagy a tolerancia nyelvtana, Závada Pál: A fényképész útókora 

= Jelenkor, 2005. július–aug., 770–772.  

Hallgató és hallható világok határán, Láng Zsolt: Bestiárium Transylvaniae. A t z és víz 

állatai = Jelenkor, 2004. július–aug., 828 – 829.  
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